OMNIPRESENCE ACADEMY OF LIFE PVT. LTD
REDIKALL STATEMENTS BASED ON DATE OF BIRTH
The date of the month, on which we take birth can have a profound effect on our lives. ‘Redikally’
speaking, it reminds us of the gifts that the Universe brings for us on that date. So read on and find out
your unique gift !!
Find out below, the most suitable affirmation for you based on your date of birth. Look for the
affirmation, corresponding to your date of birth. Check if the affirmation is resonating well with you. If
you find the resonance, please affirm the given Redikall Statement or affirmation for 21 times for the
period of 1 week.

June 9 to June 15 , 2019
For the best results, you could write these affirmations.
Birthdate 1
FL10 - LEFT AWARENESS ASSIMILATION CHAKRA
AFFIRMATION
I integrate, consolidate and apply my inner awareness for a positive shift in my life.
SHORT EXPLANATION
It's amazing to have an awareness about yourself and inner realm through meditative and
self-introspective practices. And it's still more amazing to be able to assimilate, integrate and apply that
knowledge to bring about a positive shift in your life. Continue to ensure that you apply your precious
awareness and knowledge and make a positive difference in your and others’ life around you.
Birthdate 2
FL36- LEFT RESOURCE CHAKRAAFFIRMATION
I allow myself to effectively channelise available resources.
SHORT EXPLANATION
You are a resourceful person and there is a lot that you can contribute to others as well as distribute
within your own system. Recognise the true resources and channelise them where they are needed most.
These resources could be love, affection, friendship, money, wisdom, knowledge, care, co-operation and
so many more. Ask yourself a question: Are you allowing yourself to effectively apply, contribute and
distribute all the resources that are available to you? If the answer is No, figure out, what is it that you
need to shift within so that you become a wonderful channel of resources.
Birthdate 3
PL30 - LEFT EASY GROWTH CHAKRA
AFFIRMATION
I contribute in an easy, effortless and simplified way.
SHORT EXPLANATION
Most people all over the world take great pride in negotiating adversities and rough times and often feel
like a lotus which grows in spite of and because of the muck around. You could be one of them, who has
faced considerable challenges and adversities while giving, delivering, discharging, serving and
contributing all that you wanted to and wished for. This happened probably because of the association
of adversities with growth. Every time you thought of or desired growth, you inadvertently invited
adversities. How about simply recognising and resolving this association? Do you think you need these
adversities in order to perform better in life? How about looking at the possibility of blooming under
favourable circumstances?
Birthdate 4
VT7 - APPROACHABILITY CHAKRA
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AFFIRMATION
I remain available and approachable to those who matter the most.
SHORT EXPLANATION
We directly or indirectly, obviously or in a subtle manner often remain unavailable and
unapproachable. You are being gently reminded to remain available and approachable at least to those
who matter to you the most.
Birth date 5
FLL26 - PERSISTENCE TO REMAIN OPEN WITH SURRENDER CHAKRA
AFFIRMATION
I surrender and continue to remain open to various possibilities.
SHORT EXPLANATION
If you find it difficult to remain open and if you have tried your best, look at the possibility of
surrendering to the higher consciousness. Surrendering with full faith will enable you to continue
putting your best foot forward and remain open to either an individual, people, place, situation,
experience or material object of any kind.
Birthdate 6
TL2 - LEFT STRENGTH CHAKRAAFFIRMATION
I continue to put my best foot forward with inner strength.
SHORT EXPLANATION
You have been putting your best foot forward so far. However, somewhere you need to be in touch with
your true strength so that you continue and pursue putting your best foot forward in your chosen
direction. Have you been thinking of withdrawing due to perceived possibility of weakness or
shortcoming? How about discovering and focusing on your core strength? You may have a tendency to
focus on your shortcomings and weaknesses with the hope that you will be able to improve upon them.
However, whatever you focus on, you tend to energise. Instead of focusing on your weaknesses and
shortcomings, it would be a good idea to focus on your strengths and virtues. You are much more than
what you think you are. Count on your strengths and continue to put your best foot forward.
Birthdate 7
AL19 LEFT SYNCHRONICITY CHAKRA
AFFIRMATION
I contribute at the right time.
SHORT EXPLANATION
Have you thought of the possibility of opening up to discharge, deliver, act, serve and/or give the right
output, at the right time, in the right manner, to the right people? All you need is to learn the skills to
remain aligned to the universal rhythm and all can be possible for you.
Birthdate 8
PR39 - RIGHT ROBUSTNESS CHAKRA
AFFIRMATION
I am strong enough to receive.
SHORT EXPLANATION
You are far stronger than you can imagine. If you withdraw from receiving all that the world is offering
you, you would be missing out on opportunities to grow stronger. Let the feeling of being fragile not
block inflow of all that is receivable by you. Recognise and resolve the past impressions which made you
feel fragile. Discover the intrepidity within you and remain open to receive through your true strength.

Birthdate 9
BLL4- LEFT CONSTANCY CHAKRA
AFFIRMATION
I gracefully continue accepting my present scenario and patiently wait for the best to unfold.
SHORT EXPLANATION
You could be bored and tired of routine, same old things and same old experiences. It is natural to seek
periodic changes in life. However, this is not the time to quit. You are reminded to pursue it with a
consistent approach. Continue putting your best foot forward and much needed change can be expected
as a part of natural transition, as a result of your persistent and consistent approach.
Birthdate 10
CL16 LEFT HONOUR CHAKRA
AFFIRMATION
I treat myself (my body) and all around me with due honour.
SHORT EXPLANATION
You and all that you experience around you are eventually a brilliant extension of the ultimate
consciousness. They are designed to serve a unique purpose and a role play. Even if you feel you do not
appreciate their presence and contribute, they deserve to be honoured. The same is applicable to you as
well as all aspects of your being. That includes your body, each and every body part, like your organs,
skin, hair and teeth. They are here to play their parts in your existence to the fullest and they deserve a
due honor from you.
Birthdate 11
BL8 - LEFT COMFORT CRUISE CHAKRA AFFIRMATION
I make it easy for myself and others to cruise through life.
SHORT EXPLANATION
For whatever reason, if you believe that the tightrope walking enhances your or your loved ones’
performance and growth, you will keep manifesting a situation for yourself or others accordingly. You
will give very little buffer time to others. You will give very little flexibility in Money/Matter matters or
highly unpredictable temperamental treatment, which could make them constantly stressed out about
their next move. Within this kind of approach, you may manifest a better performance to begin with.
However, in the long run, there is a possibility of experiencing a burnt out feeling and you will not get
the desired output or performance from ‘self’ or others.
Birthdate 12
FLR5 - RIGHT DETACHED INTIMACY CHAKRA
AFFIRMATION
It is possible to be detached in an intimate or close relationship.
SHORT EXPLANATION
Have you experienced being intimate in a detached manner? Yes, it is possible to let yourself be
emotionally, physically, sexually, socially or professionally intimate in a relationship with an
individual/group of people, place, situation, experience or material object of any kind with due
detachment. Put your best foot forward towards intimacy with due detachment.
Birthdate 13
FLL 32 - LEFT HURT FREE OPENING UP CHAKRAAFFIRMATION
It is emotionally safe to continue remaining open to various possibilities.

SHORT EXPLANATION
Are you preventing yourself from opening up to various people, possibilities, money, places or potentials
due to your stored past emotional hurts? What would happen if you let them go? Is it helping you in
anyway as you hold on to them and prevent yourself from new possibilities? Your body consciousness is
simply reminding you to let go of those stored emotional hurts and put your best foot forward to open
up to your life in general.
Birthdate 14
AR5 RIGHT UNIQUENESS CHAKRA
AFFIRMATION
I invite people to feel happy in my success and happiness.
SHORT EXPLANATION
You are unique and you have unique privileges and opportunities. If you are totally convinced about
your unique need for experiences, you will entertain no comparison from anyone at any level. Know that
you are different and no one has to be like you. At the same time, you do not have to be like anyone else.
Jealousy and resultant responses have no place in your life as jealousy and envy could only exist
amongst people who share similar sets of experiences, positioning and opportunities.
Birthdate 15
FC39- EARTHBOUND EXISTENCE ACCEPTANCE CHAKRA
AFFIRMATION
I embrace this opportunity to live this life as a human.
SHORT EXPLANATION
Being born as a human to go through all ground level experiences as a part of your ground reality and
acknowledging as well as aligning to them graciously will assist you in being at peace with all that is
around you. You were probably finding it difficult to accept, acknowledge and integrate with all that is
happening on the earth plane until now. There could be a subtle level of rejection of soul’s choice to
incarnate as a human on planet earth and may have a feeling of being alienated. However, re-examine
your responses, refine them and develop a constructive attitude. It would be a good idea now for you to
accept your earthbound existence.
Birthdate 16
PR11 - RIGHT DIGNITY CHAKRA
AFFIRMATION
I invite others to treat me with due dignity that I deserve.
SHORT EXPLANATION
You deserve to be treated with dignity. You simply need to intend and invite others to treat you with
dignity. If there is some past programming which keeps inviting a challenge to your dignity, recognise
and resolve it effectively. It is possible that your dignity was compromised in the past as you opened up
yourself to receive. However, let the feelings and beliefs generated based on the past, not affect you. You
certainly deserve to remain open to receive with total dignity. You can intend, invite and manifest
dignity from others when you will start treating yourself with the dignity that you deserve.
Birthdate 17
BR7 - RIGHT COMFORT CRUISE CHAKRA
AFFIRMATION
I intend and invite enough buffers and reserves of resources to enjoy a relaxed life.
SHORT EXPLANATION
It appears that you have got used to or addicted to the ‘high’ experienced by a tightrope walk to manage
your resources in a stressful manner where you can not have room for taking life easy even for a few
moments during your day. The example of tightrope walking could be in finance management where
you have just enough funds to cope up with the expenses in a timely manner OR time management,
where you have just enough time to cope up with your commitments. Tightrope walking certainly helps

you in a huge ego kick of being able to manage with precarious availability of resources and sailing
through a challenging time on an ongoing basis. However, do you really need that kind of environment
and difficulty in resource management to prove to yourself or others how efficient you are? Don’t you
think you can enjoy a comfortable cruise on highway called life?
Birthdate 18
VT7 - APPROACHABILITY CHAKRA
AFFIRMATION
I remain available and approachable to those who matter the most.
SHORT EXPLANATION
We directly or indirectly, obviously or in a subtle manner often remain unavailable and
unapproachable. You are being gently reminded to remain available and approachable at least to those
who matter to you the most.
Birthdate 19
FLR23 - INTIMACY WITH SURRENDER CHAKRA
AFFIRMATION
I put my best foot forward towards intimate relationships with total surrender to the higher
consciousness.
SHORT EXPLANATION
Intimacy as well as intimate and close relationship often make you feel vulnerable. Your natural defence
is to put up boundary walls and barriers which go against the very intent behind intimate relationships.
If you are concerned about putting your best foot forward to enjoy intimacy, surrender in full faith with
inner strength. Surrendering with full faith in the higher consciousness can assist you in putting your
best foot forward to enhance intimacy in some of the relationships or to attract right intimate
relationships. (Here the relationship may imply relationship with self, fellow beings, pets, nature,
residence, objects, money, organisation etc.)
Birthdate 20
BLR5 - RIGHT EMOTIONAL HURT RELEASE CHAKRA
AFFIRMATION
I recognise and resolve my stored emotional hurts.
SHORT EXPLANATION
It would be easier for you to put your best foot forward if you let go of and release stored emotional
hurts. Perhaps you have been storing some of the past emotional hurts in your calf muscles without your
conscious knowledge and it is time to let them go so that you can put your best foot forward in your
chosen direction.
Birthdate 21
FL12 - LEFT ASSERTION CHAKRA
AFFIRMATION
It’s OK & it’s safe to assert. It’s safe/OK for me to be firm/assertive.
SHORT EXPLANATION
Does it sometimes happen that you are not assertive about your need to object or ask others questions to
find out more? What would it take for you to be more assertive and expressive? For sure you are
capable of asking questions and being asserting to others to find out more. And no one can inhibit you
from doing that except your own fears and inhibitory beliefs based on your past experiences and
social/cultural influences. Recognise and address those beliefs based on past experiences or projections
borrowed from others. Address them effectively, so that you can rediscover the freedom to assert in a
constructive manner or recreate a space where you are free to assert, express, ask questions and show
your disapproval, if needed.

Birthdate 22
CL16 LEFT HONOUR CHAKRA
AFFIRMATION
I treat myself (my body) and all around me with due honour.
SHORT EXPLANATION
You and all that you experience around you are eventually a brilliant extension of the ultimate
consciousness. They are designed to serve a unique purpose and a role play. Even if you feel you do not
appreciate their presence and contribute, they deserve to be honoured. The same is applicable to you as
well as all aspects of your being. That includes your body, each and every body part, like your organs,
skin, hair and teeth. They are here to play their parts in your existence to the fullest and they deserve a
due honor from you.
Birthdate 23
HR15 - RIGHT FREEDOM TO COMMAND CHAKRA
AFFIRMATION
I receive in life with total freedom to command.
SHORT EXPLANATION
Let the perceived sense of pressure not deprive you of exercising adequate command over what you
receive in life. Choose to claim your freedom to exercise adequate command over what you receive, how
much you receive, from whom you receive and the manner in which you receive. You have the skill to
overcome the perceived pressure from 'above' in a manner where you can exercise enough command
over what you wish to impart, contribute or deliver in your life.
Birthdate 24
PL30 - LEFT EASY GROWTH CHAKRA
AFFIRMATION
I contribute in an easy, effortless and simplified way.
SHORT EXPLANATION
Most people all over the world take great pride in negotiating adversities and rough times and often feel
like a lotus which grows in spite of and because of the muck around. You could be one of them, who has
faced considerable challenges and adversities while giving, delivering, discharging, serving and
contributing all that you wanted to and wished for. This happened probably because of the association
of adversities with growth. Every time you thought of or desired growth, you inadvertently invited
adversities. How about simply recognising and resolving this association? Do you think you need these
adversities in order to perform better in life? How about looking at the possibility of blooming under
favourable circumstances?
Birthdate 25
BL8 - LEFT COMFORT CRUISE CHAKRA AFFIRMATION
I make it easy for myself and others to cruise through life.
SHORT EXPLANATION
For whatever reason, if you believe that the tightrope walking enhances your or your loved ones’
performance and growth, you will keep manifesting a situation for yourself or others accordingly. You
will give very little buffer time to others. You will give very little flexibility in Money/Matter matters or
highly unpredictable temperamental treatment, which could make them constantly stressed out about
their next move. Within this kind of approach, you may manifest a better performance to begin with.
However, in the long run, there is a possibility of experiencing a burnt out feeling and you will not get
the desired output or performance from ‘self’ or others.
Birthdate 26
FL28- LEFT PROACTIVE PEACE CHAKRA

AFFIRMATION
I effectively address my stored rage.
SHORT EXPLANATION
Rage is a severe and often a destructive form of anger. You are aware of the destructive tendency of
rage and you may suppress or store rage knowingly or unknowingly. Explore the possibility of ill effects
of stored rage against self/others/metaphysical elements arising out of extreme frustration due to unmet
expectations. Your social conditioning or fair consideration for others, may not allow you to express
your anger adequately. How about mastering the art of detached and neutral observation so that you
recognise and resolve your stored rage.
Birthdate 27
PR11 - RIGHT DIGNITY CHAKRAAFFIRMATION
I invite others to treat me with due dignity that I deserve.
SHORT EXPLANATION
You deserve to be treated with dignity. You simply need to intend and invite others to treat you with
dignity. If there is some past programming which keeps inviting a challenge to your dignity, recognise
and resolve it effectively. It is possible that your dignity was compromised in the past as you opened up
yourself to receive. However, let the feelings and beliefs generated based on the past, not affect you. You
certainly deserve to remain open to receive with total dignity. You can intend, invite and manifest
dignity from others when you will start treating yourself with the dignity that you deserve.
Birthdate 28
BL10 - LEFT MOTIVATION TO MOVE FORWARD CHAKRA
AFFIRMATION
I motivate myself and others to move forward.
SHORT EXPLANATION
Stagnation is not encouraged in life. You have to be on the move all the time. Evolution is the norm. You
move or evolve with inspiration, desperation or conspiracy. What do you choose for yourself? If you
remain connected to your inner guidance, you move forward with inspiration. If you fail to recognise
and follow your inner guidance, you may move due to desperation, need or circumstances. And finally
the universe will conspire to ensure that you move. Poking and being poked are a certain and deliberate
push you give to yourself or others to avoid the possibility of stagnation. A lot depends upon how you
respond to the ‘poke’.
Birthdate 29
VT2 - DIRECTOR’S ROLE PLAY CHAKRA AFFIRMATION
I remain guided as I guide others.
SHORT EXPLANATION
When you are guiding others, you are playing a role of a guide. If you are leading others you are playing
the role of a leader. If you are directing others you are merely playing a role of a director. However,
there is a greater brilliance which is guiding, directing or leading others through you. Remaining aware
of this will save you from being egoistic about your role play and the resultant human emotions and
reactions.
Birthdate 30
FLL10 - LEFT HUMBLE ACCEPTANCE OF SHORTCOMING CHAKRAAFFIRMATION
I continue to recognize and constructively address my shortcomings.

SHORT EXPLANATION
If you are lacking persistence or if you are thinking of withdrawing, please ensure that you are not
withdrawing due to your ego/pride/righteousness. Your ego, pride and/or righteousness could be
masking your shortcomings, inadequacies or feeling of being wronged in the past. Continue embracing
that part of you which is not easily acceptable to you. It is ok to feel inadequate; it is alright to feel
incompetent; it is alright to be wrong at times. All these experiences could be the matter of the past. By
defending that part of you, overcompensating that part of you, you could be inhibiting yourself from
moving on and moving forward in life. Continue to embrace all that you are, so that you continue to put
your best foot forward by being who you are.
Birthdate 31
BLR 7 - RIGHT FAIR RE-DISTRIBUTION OF THE BRUNT CHAKRA
AFFIRMATION
The more I delegate, the more lasting impressions I create.
SHORT EXPLANATION
You may not be putting your best foot forward due to perceived possibility of bearing the brunt (an
impact/blow/burden). Examine why you would allow such an experience in your universe. How can you
ease out the brunt? How can you redistribute your responsibility and be free from the effect of others'
attempts to bully you, blame you or burden you in an unfair manner and yet put your best foot forward
in your chosen direction?
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